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• Welcome, Introductions and Brief Internet2 Overview – Taleitha McGuinnis

• Migration to NGI Platform – George Loftus

• Cloud Connect and RPI Update – George Loftus

• NET+ Update – Sean O’Brien

• New Members Introductions

• Community Members Updates

• Questions and Next Steps 

Affiliate and Federal Affiliate Town Hall Agenda Bash
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• Internet2 is primarily comprised of Higher Education members – over 300

• There are currently 59 Affiliate and Federal Affiliate members

– 26 Affiliates

– 33 Federal Affiliates

• Affiliates

– Non-profit organizations (excluding K-12 schools) that are research- and/or 

education-oriented

• Federal Affiliates

– Federal government departments, agencies, laboratories, and other like units

Affiliate and Federal Affiliate Refresher

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• Membership Categories and Levels, https://internet2.edu/community/membership/membership-
levels/

Levels are determined by an organization’s annual operating budget:

– Level 1:  Greater than $1 billion

– Level 2:  Equal to or greater than $500 million and less than $1 billion

– Level 3: Equal to or greater than $100 million and less than $500 million

– Level 4:  Less than $100 million

• Opportunities

– Working groups, https://internet2.edu/community/community-group-list/

– Blogs and/or whitepapers

– Webinars, https://internet2.edu/upcoming-events/

Affiliate and Federal Affiliate Refresher

https://internet2.edu/community/membership/membership-levels/
https://internet2.edu/community/community-group-list/
https://internet2.edu/upcoming-events/
Taleitha Pytlowanyi




Next Generation Infrastructure Overview

Internet2 Affiliates and Federal Affiliates Town Hall Meeting

January 29, 2021

George K. Loftus
AVP – Network Services
Internet2
GKLoftus@Internet2.edu

Taleitha Pytlowanyi




What is NGI?

The Next Generation Infrastructure Program is a 
full set of activities to review and update the 
services, value and supporting technology of the 
Internet2 infrastructure portfolio (and relationships 
in the larger ecosystem).

Taleitha Pytlowanyi




5 NGI Solutions =  Value to our Members

• Support the Data Intensive Researcher

• Support Software Driven Infrastructure

• Support Cloud for Research & Administration

• Readily Enable Ecosystem-Wide Solutions

• Reset Economics for Scale
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Coming to your region in Summer 2021

• Backbone capabilities of 400G->1.2Tbs

• 100G-400G delivery node in 48 locations

• Software Driven Infrastructure via NSO

• New layer of secure management, 

routing security and DDoS protections

• Expanded perfSONAR assurance service for 

cloud-to-edge path verification

• More capacity, Greener

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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NGI Optical: Installation and Commissioning

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Packet Install Progress - Week 4

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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NGI Packet and Optical: Installation and Commissioning 

NGI Packet Node
(2) Cisco 8201 – 24x400G & 12x100G

NGI Optical Platform
Ciena WaveServer 5
32-slot C6500 Open Line System 

Performance Assurance Node
ADS R110 Server
Mellanox ConnectX-5 

Secure Management Network
Terminal Server
Firewall / Switch

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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New York City Installation 

Taleitha Pytlowanyi




How Internet2 Affiliate members 
can leverage regional and Internet2
infrastructure today
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Use of the community’s existing 3Tbps of peering capabilities to the major cloud 
providers for advanced access to cloud SaaS services

Enabling the Internet2 and [regional] infrastructure to offer shared “direct-connect” 
private Layer 2 and Layer 3 access to Microsoft, Amazon and Google cloud 
platforms up to 5Gbps at no additional fee. (Cloud provider fees apply)

Private 10G interconnections at major peering points at low annual rates. 
Leverages current investment in local and national infrastructure to reach 
cloud providers, for dedicated access or improved resiliency. May be used 
to connect to any provider located at the peering point 

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• Allows State Net to have high performing on-net access to cloud service providers, avoiding the commodity internet
• Designed from the ground up to focus on hosting cloud providers most valued by the Research and Education community
• Available to State Net members today at no additional fee

State Net

Local Peering Sites

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• USDA ARS can use Cloud Connect for up to 5Gbps connections to Amazon Direct Connect, Google Cloud 
Interconnect, or Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute services

• USDA ARS can connect at Layer 2 or Layer 3
• Available to USDA ARS today at no additional fee

USDA ARS
USDA ARS sites already have 

access to Cloud Provider 
‘Direct Connection’ 

solutions with existing 
infrastructure. 

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• State Net members can use Cloud Connect for up to 5Gbps connections to Amazon Direct Connect, Google 
Cloud Interconnect, or Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute services

• State Net members can connect at Layer 2 or Layer 3
• Available to State Net members today at no additional fee

State Net

[place your logos here]

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• State Net members can use RPI for private 10G direct connections to ANY service provider at major peering points
• State Net members can use RPI for private 10G direct connections to Amazon Direct Connect, Google Cloud

Interconnect, or Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute services
• State Net members can connect at Layer 2 or Layer 3
• Available to State Net members today at an additional fee

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Internet2 NET+ Cloud Program Overview
How Research and Education (R&E) Adopt the Cloud

Affiliates and Federal Affiliates Town Hall
January 29, 2021

Sean O’Brien
Internet2 NET+ Program
sobrien@internet2.edu
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Overview

• About the NET+ Cloud Services Program

• Program Update

• Available Services & Opportunities to Engage

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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About the NET+ Program

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Key Elements of a NET+ Cloud Service

Backed by a group negotiated Agreement
Ensuring standard and differentiated higher education contract terms and conditions, and 
discounting for qualified institutions.

Supported and maintained by a Service Advisory Board and Program Manager
Convening the community in meaningful ways around cloud services while supporting ongoing 
management of the service offering.

Developed through a community led Service Evaluation Process
Reviewing services to ensure they meet higher education standards in areas such as functional, 
technical, security and compliance, business and legal, and other areas of importance.

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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How NET+ Helps Speed Up Access to the Cloud for R&E

REDUCE TIME
Pre-negotiated terms and 

conditions developed by 

peer higher education 

institutions

Service providers are 

required to complete and 

provide standard compliance 

documentation

REDUCE COST
Volume discounting based 

on the size of the Internet2 

membership

Legal negotiation costs 

supported by community 

participation in the negotiation

REDUCE RISK
Contracts capture important 

compliance and legal 

requirements for higher 

education

Pricing backed by a 

Facilitation Agreement with 

Internet2 – typically with a 

multi-year term and capped 

price increases

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Summarizing the NET+ Program

What NET+ Is

• A community driven and a way for the 
community to act on its own behalf

• A means of influencing the direction of 
IT services development

• A select portfolio of services that have 
completed a community-led service 
evaluation process and negotiation of a 
custom contract and pricing

What NET+ Is Not

• A Vendor

• A Buying Club

• A Channel Partner

• A Reseller

• Exclusive (or picking winners)

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Convening the 
Community
to Support Cloud 
Adoption
and Utilization

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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NET+ Cloud Services Advisory Map

� Cloud Scorecard WG

� Vendor Dependency Management WG

� Technology and Tactics (AWS)

� AWS SSO & Grouper (AWS)

� Learning Records Store (Canvas)

� Vendor Agreement Subgroup (Canvas)

� Storage and Retention of Video (Panopto, 

Zoom)

NET+ Program Working Groups

SAB Working Groups

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Program Update

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Cloud Service Trends in the era of COVID

1. Uptick in adoption of infrastructure as a service and teaching and learning 
technologies

2. Need for solutions to enable remote access - especially for students and 
faculty outside the United States

3. Strong desire to collaborate beyond campus boarders

4. Taking inventory of existing capabilities and limiting duplicative services

5. Desires for cost reduction, long term agreements, and ability to leverage 
government funding

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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New Services and Projects

New Service Evaluations in Progress
There are three active service evaluations where we anticipate the services being 
available to affiliate members:

– Airslate – is a no-code workflow creation solution that also includes a signature product, 
SignNow.

– CloudCheckr Premium - is a comprehensive cloud management service that helps manage 
and automate cost and security for public cloud environments. 

– Palo Alto Networks – the NET+ offering will include cloud security services like Prisma Access 
and Cortex with the ability to consolidate all purchases under the NET+ agreement.

Help Identify Future NET+ Services
Save time and resources with a community led initiative to support your needs with service features, 
legal and compliance terms, and pricing models aligned with higher education and research 
environments. Current services under consideration are listed on our wiki. Internet2 members interested 
in bringing forward a service or working a service already under discussion should review the intake 
process and candidate service pages.

https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=159978950
https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=159973677
https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=159978950
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Community Working Group Activities

• Cloud Scorecard Final Report (seeking phase II participants)
The working group final report is a recommendation for the development of a cloud 
scorecard to help research and education (R&E) institutions quickly assess the 
degree to which cloud services meet common requirements for operating in the 
complex technology, security, compliance, and legal environments in R&E. The report 
was recently released for public comment.

• AWS SSO & Grouper Working Group (new and seeking participants)
This group is exploring best practices in the use of Grouper with AWS to manage roles 
and permissions within the AWS environment. 

• Storage of Video Working Group (new and seeking participants)
This CSTAAC working group is working with NET+ members and service providers to 
identify and document best practices (in both policy and technical realms) for video 
storage and to recommend opportunities for a concerted community action.

https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/display/NPC/Consultation+on+the+Cloud+Scorecard+Working+Group+Final+Report
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Virtually Convening of the Cloud Community

Past Events
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit 
the U.S. in mid-March 2020, the 
Internet2 NET+ team was forced to 
pivot planned in-person 
programming into what initially 
began as just a 4-week Google 
Cloud Platform virtual event 
series over the course of May. 

Recordings of all events can be 
found on the Past Events section of 
the Internet2 website.

Next Cloud Focused I2Online Session
Providing Self-Service Cloud Environments 
for Researchers: Internet2 NET+, Amazon 
Web Services Virtual Event Features Use 
Cases in Genomics and Biomed
Learn how institutions are leveraging new 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud 
solutions to provide self-service cloud 
environments for researchers. With 
Internet2 and AWS, The University of 
Sydney and Harvard Medical School will 
share how RONIN and Service Workbench 
on AWS aid their institutions in providing 
self-service, managed, cloud-based 
research environments.
Learn More and Register

https://internet2.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?pid=f81b32fe-7847-409b-8751-abb901142c64
https://internet2.edu/past-events/
https://internet2.edu/providing-self-service-cloud-environments-for-researchers/
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Available Services and 
Opportunities to Engage

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Services 
Available to 

Internet2 
Affiliate 

Members

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Ways to Participate in the NET+ Program

Subscribe for the contract and pricing; 
stay for the community!

Apply to join a Service Advisory Board 
(Open to NET+ Subscribers)

Join a Working Group 
(Open to All Members)

Volunteer for a Service Evaluation 
(Open to All Members)

Sign up for an I2Online Virtual Event

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Internet2 services catalogue:
https://internet2.edu/services/service-catalog/

Reach us with questions, comments, suggestions, requests, etc. at: 
netplus@internet2.edu

Join our mailing lists:
https://lists.internet2.edu/sympa/info/cloudservicesapps
https://lists.internet2.edu/sympa/info/cloudsecurity
https://lists.internet2.edu/sympa/info/cloudinfrasarch

For More Information

https://internet2.edu/services/service-catalog/
mailto:netplus@internet2.edu
https://lists.internet2.edu/sympa/info/cloudservicesapps
https://lists.internet2.edu/sympa/info/cloudsecurity
https://lists.internet2.edu/sympa/info/cloudinfrasarch
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Internet2 NET+ Cloud Program Overview
How Research and Education (R&E) Adopt the Cloud

Affiliates and Federal Affiliates Town Hall
January 29, 2021

Sean O’Brien
Internet2 NET+ Program
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New Affiliate Members Introductions

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Chan Zuckerberg Biohub
• What do you do, and what does your organization do?

� I’m the VP for Data Security and IT -- Dr. Rosio Alvarez
� We are working to eradicate infectious disease by the end of the century

• What is the most valuable piece, or is most exciting, to you in being an Internet2 
Affiliate or Federal Affiliate member?
� The intellectual community

https://www.czbiohub.org/
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• Greetings! I’m Tiffany Stahl, Manager of Education programming
• An Internet2 Affiliate membership affords the USOPM the opportunity to 

connect with other exceptional members, and share inspirational, 
inclusive, and accessible content with educators and students throughout 
the United States

• Current Project: Becoming Your Personal Best: Life Lessons from 
Olympians & Paralympians curriculum project

• Opening a world class facility in the age of Covid

United States Olympic & Paralympic Museum

https://usopm.org/
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Community Members Updates

Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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EDUCAUSE (Internet2 member since 1997)

• John O’Brien, President and CEO, contact me at jobrien@educause.edu

• We advance higher education through technology innovation

• We are great supporters of Internet2!  We work together in many ways…

• We are developing new capability for agility and online everything

• We have been working hard to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion in 

the higher ed/IT sector, https://www.educause.edu/about/diversity-

equity-and-inclusion

https://www.educause.edu/
mailto:jobrien@educause.edu
https://www.educause.edu/about/diversity-equity-and-inclusion
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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Internet Society (Internet2 member since 2009)
MANRS (Mutually Assured Norms for Routing Security)

• Kevin Meynell, Technical & Operational Engagement Manager

• The Internet Society supports an open, globally-connected, trustworthy and secure 

Internet for everyone

• ISOC is supporting the MANRS initiative to improve the stability and security of the 

global routing system

• Internet2 is a key participant and partner in MANRS

https://www.internetsociety.org/
https://www.internetsociety.org/
https://www.manrs.org/


Coordination
Facilitate global 

operational 
communication and 

coordination

Maintain globally accessible 
up-to-date contact 

information in common 
routing databases

(RIR Whois or PeeringDB)

Anti-spoofing
Prevent traffic with 
spoofed source IP 

addresses

Enable source address 
validation for at least single-

homed stub customer 
networks, their own end-
users, and infrastructure

Network Operators need MANRS

Filtering
Prevent propagation of 

incorrect routing 
information

Ensure the correctness of 
your own announcements 
and announcements from 

your customers to adjacent 
networks with prefix and AS-

path granularity

Global Validation
Facilitate validation of 

routing information on a 
global scale

Publish your data so others 
can validate

(IRR and/or RPKI)

2

• Global routing system (BGP) is based on unverified trust between networks - anyone can announce anything
• MANRS provides fixes to eliminate the common threats - route leaks/hijacks & spoofed traffic
• Brings together established industry best practices
• Based on collaboration among participants and shared responsibility for the Internet infrastructure
• 522 Network Operators, 63 IXPs, 17 CDN/Cloud Providers, 17 Partners
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National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) / University Corporation for 
Atmospheric Research (UCAR) / Front Range GigaPoP (FRGP) (Internet2 member since 1997)

• Marla Meehl, Manager Networking UCAR & FRGP
• UCAR is a not-for-profit who manages NCAR under a Cooperative Agreement with the National 

Science Foundation (NSF) and manager the FRGP, which is the Research and Education Network 
(REN) for Colorado/Wyoming/Navajo Tech University (NTU)

• As an organization focused on research and education, being part of the larger R&E community is 
critical in order to collaborate, move big data, and discover new things together – science is a 
collaborative effort

• NEW NCAR-WYOMING SUPERCOMPUTER TO ACCELERATE SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY
• IT modernization, managing the move to the cloud, COVID impacts on scientific research and 

discovery

https://www.ucar.edu/
https://news.ucar.edu/132774/new-ncar-wyoming-supercomputer-accelerate-scientific-discovery?fbclid=IwAR3jYIVPq-KE7hzPigHIhxcPY61hNGXHQ2NuXOf9FaOW6GU5iv0t6MA1ryU
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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The Quilt
• Jen Leasure, President – jen@thequilt.net / www.thequilt.net
• Non-profit consortium of regional research and education networks (RENs)
• Value of Internet2 is the opportunities to engage with the broader Internet2 community on common interests such 

as inclusion and diversity initiatives. 
• Sampling of current projects; building an R&E community of practice on wireless technologies, supporting 

members and institutions in new NSF CC* solicitation, advocacy/outreach at national level focused on programs 
aimed to address internet access for unserved and underserved areas

• Our biggest challenges are two-fold: 1) Scaling high-performance cyberinfrastructure for research including 
smaller campuses and 2) Delivering equitable, affordable internet access to where learning takes place in 
underserved area.  Our work is focused on collective innovation to address these challenges.  

mailto:jen@thequilt.net
http://www.thequilt.net/
Taleitha Pytlowanyi
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• Remain connected:
– News: https://internet2.edu/news/
– Events: https://internet2.edu/upcoming-events/i2-online/

• Reach out:
– Taleitha McGuinnis, tpytlowanyj@internet2.edu

Community Engagement Affiliate / Federal Affiliate Program Manager

Thank you!

https://internet2.edu/news/
https://internet2.edu/upcoming-events/i2-online/
mailto:tpytlowanyj@internet2.edu
Taleitha Pytlowanyi



